COM-112004

Brian Gibson[Brian.Gibson@moypark.com]; Stephen Beagan[Stephen.Beagan@moypark.com]; Adam
Eakin[Adam.Eakin@moypark.com]; Paul McBride[Paul.McBride@moypark.com]; Barry Towe
(Barry.Towe@moypark.com)[Barry.Towe@moypark.com]; Danny Rotherham[Danny.Rotherham@moypark.com]; Stephen
Bamford[Stephen.Bamford@moypark.com]; John Harrison[John.Harrison@moypark.com]
Cc:
Alan Johnston[alan.johnston@moypark.com]; Simon Oborn[Simon.Oborn@moypark.com]
From:
David Mark
Sent:
Thur 7/2/2015 10:04:06 AM
Importance:
Normal
Subject: FW: Moy Park Renewable Heating Incentive
MAIL_RECEIVED: Thur 7/2/2015 10:04:00 AM
To:

Just keeping you in the loop.

If the changes suggested go through the opportunity still is OK for RHI with Broilers - the 13,000 hours with a 199kWh boiler
is 250,000 kWh which is slightly above the standard gas allowance - so OK for normal use but restrictive for “opportunist”
RHI harvesting.

On a broader point it indicates the budget implications of RHi and I recon we only have 18 months of this left and towards the
end of that 18 months rates may/will fall further.

This has implication for PR & GPR - if you want to do it you need approval and then we need to mobilise the growers.

Adam is getting costs for Spiraflex (needed for spin feeders) and we will propose a Hot Water Retro fit template (similar and
related to Broiler) which we should use in the business case for PR & GPR.

Need the Parent and GP operational teams to make the case - if made we can make it happen.

David

From: David Mark
Sent: 02 July 2015 09:51
To: Stuart Wightman (Stuart.wightman@detini.gov.uk)
Cc: Simon Oborn
Subject: Moy Park Renewable Heating Incentive

Following out telecom:
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We have 800 Broiler houses with 400 with Biomass and we think through October 2015 and 2016 we would add a further 80
new houses and convert a further 100 existing.

You indicated that the current budget based thinking due to the successful uptake from the Poultry sector is that new rates
would be introduced in October 2015 and this is likely (but not confirmed) to change from in this category a move from 25 99kWh to 25 - 199kWh with a tiered system introduced of Tier 1 c£0.63 for first 13,000 hours per annum (based on calculated
kWh and metered) and Tier 2 for all hours (kWh) above this at c£0.02

We think the RHI program has been successful and has been a positive initiative for our growers. The reduction in Carbon has
been significant and our major customers are very supportive and encouraged by the uptake. It is a very positive green
message for Moy Park and Northern Ireland.

Any reduction in the support for the scheme is a concern however the changes proposed linking the potential for the larger
boiler associated with the tiered system will still allow the payback to work for most growers while payback will be reduced.

Happy to discuss and thanks for keeping me in the loop

David
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